The Passing Show

Disease in Philippines
Madrid Surrender
Bill's Stuffedtz

by DABREY ELIN

The Emerald Ball Delayed, Awaits Pledger's Guide

Complete List of Names for the Ball Accepting Money Needed; Week's Time Sufficient

The Emerald wave, originally set for today, will be postponed until next week. The decision was made by delay is getting a con-

clusion for the promotion of duplicate pledge lists, which will go to press shortly. A large supply will be available for the promotion of pledge lists.

Private Vote Planned

The national and more important to be made is to determine the manner in which ballots will be cast. The rules will be based on the order of the fraternity and on the approved ballots which have been submitted by the card. It is planned to use the cards in the process of communication and on the possibilities of the improved ballots will be al-

lowed.

Prof Delve Into Complexities of Marksmanship

A new club for profilers and future members has recently been organized. The first meeting of the group was held on Sunday evening.

John Dick Appoints Bonfire Chief

Bill Rice, Garland Novelli are Named To Oversee Green Blans

Appointed Tuesday evening to supervise the fire and Gird Novelli will take charge of the activities scheduled for October 26 at 8 p.m. Rice, Novelli, and Patricie were chosen to head the fire.

Library Changes Schedule of Hours

Reservation and Circulation Rooms Remain Open

Due to shortages of student time, organizations who require reservations for the building have been given the opportunity to reserve the rooms.

Tugman to Speak to Sigma Delta Chi

Sigma Delta Chi's and their informal address to a number of interested students, including William M. Tungman, managing editor of the student newspaper, and Edward H. Jones, a member of the Sigma Delta Chi fraternity.

Heidel Appointed to Oregana Staff

Howard Overbeek, Oregana busi-

ness manager, announced the appoint-
ment of Frank Heidel as business man-
ager. Heidel will assume the duties of

Dean Morris Addresses Cubans Tablet Conference

"We are concerned about..." the subject of discussion by the 2,000 students of the School of Business Administration, at the Portland Women's Club.

The conference on the same subject will be held in the Kline Gymnasium, and will be attended by the students in the Business Administration department.

L. S. Crossman Elected Social Science Secretary

Professor L. S. Crossman of the Social Science Department has recently been elected as the new Social Science Secretary of the school.

Cahier announces 25 Cents a Day Fine for Late Payment

Non-resident fees and the regulations concerning the fines will be given by Mr. J. E. Mc-

Llholl, of the Registrar's Office. The rates are as follows: 

TABLE TALKED

A demonstration of the program for the evening will be given by Mr. J. E. Mc-

Llholl, of the Registrar's Office. The rates are as follows: 

Super Viber's 8 Will Be Awarded Friday At Noon

Committee Appoints Hause to Super Viber's 8 Theatre Rallyed For Celebration

Rules for the coming homecoming week will be as follows: 

1. The Homes will be divided into three sections.

2. The plans for each Homes will be submitted to the committee.

3. The committee will make the final decision on the plans.

Protests over a new vote on the final plans for the coming homecoming week have been received by the committee.

-house plans may be turned over to the next group in line.

-Plans will be submitted to the committee for approval.

-Plans will be turned over to the committee for approval.

-The committee will make the final decision on the plans.

The committee will hold a meeting at 8 p.m. at the homes to discuss the plans.

Women's Homes are Scheduled

University Is Made $29,250 P.W. Grant

Government Money to Buy New Boiler for Heating purposes

The grant was made by the government to the University for the purchase of a new boiler.

Tuition to be used for the benefit of the students will be made available.

"One of the students was wounded yesterday toward the chair. Mrs. G. H. will be held here at 4 p.m. tomorrow and the work is not concluded.

"The winner will be awarded the trophy for the most successful student.

"The plans will be turned over to the committee for approval.

"The committee will make the final decision on the plans.

"The committee will make the final decision on the plans.

University Mike William Title

The university has announced the appointment of William Title as the new university Mike. Title will be responsible for the direction of the university Mike program.

Dr. T. Hook Emphasizes Mass Movement Peril

Exhibiting the danger of mass movements in relation to our social and economic problems, Dr. T. Hook was addressing the audience.

"The whole nature of the university has been largely destroyed and the possibility of these movements is now an endangered situation," Dr. T. Hook was portraying the situation. "The hope of recovery rests entirely with the people." He added.

Colds, Handkerchiefs Begin Annual Scourge

The students have been informed that the colds, handkerchiefs, and the like are only the beginning of the annual scourge.

"The students have been informed that the colds, handkerchiefs, and the like are only the beginning of the annual scourge."

The interviewee came out with a new.

We dedicate this space TO THE BOYS WHO BROKE THE STANFORD JINX. NICE GOING!